Introduction {#S0001}
============

Nanotechnology is the combination of science, engineering and technology at the nanoscale typically ranging from 1 to 100nm. This technology has been applied to many fields such as chemistry, biology, physics, material science, engineering and medicine. Nanomaterials can be classified primarily into two categories: naturally and synthetically fabricated nanomaterials. Natural nanomaterials include viruses, substances in bone matrices (such as calcium phosphate crystals) and corals while synthetic nanomaterials can be further divided into four families: metal-based, carbon-based, dendrimers, and nanocomposites. Metal-based synthetic nanomaterials are nanosized metals such as copper (Cu), iron (Fe), palladium (Pt), gold (Au), aluminium (Al), zinc (Zn) and silver (Ag). The properties of metallic NPs support various applications including serving as catalysts, sensing components, optical devices and biomedical applications.[@CIT0001] Carbon-based nanomaterials are composed of carbon in the form of hollow spheres such as fullerenes, ellipsoids such as graphite, and cylindrical nanotubes. These nanomaterials have led to the manufacturing of batteries and ultrasensitive sensors.[@CIT0002] Dendrimers (which are also known as arborols or starburst polymers) are nanosized polymers built from branched units to form highly ordered three-dimensional tree-like structures. Dendrimers are often used as catalysts since they have numerous chain ends present on the surface of nanomaterials that allow for specific chemical reactions.[@CIT0003] Nanocomposites are the combination of any nanomaterials, usually along with nanoparticles (NPs). By combining various nanomaterials in a nanocomposite, several properties can be incorporated into a single application such as electrochemical sensors and biosensors,[@CIT0004] tissue engineering,[@CIT0005] stem cell culture engineering and regenerative medicine.[@CIT0006]

The production of nanomaterials via different approaches can be generally divided into two categories: "bottom-up" and "top-down". The bottom-up approach is the assembly of a combination of building blocks through chemical or biological methods. Bottom-up synthesis plays an important role in the fabrication of nanostructures as it results in products with more uniform chemical composition. However, this method tends to introduce internal stress, hence increasing the possibility of surface defects and contaminations. On the other hand, top-down synthesis is defined as the break-down of bulk materials into smaller structures. This process makes the bulk production of nanomaterials easier, but a major drawback is the imperfection of the resulting surface structures and the significant crystallographic damage that may result. These limitations highly affect the physical properties and surface chemistry of nanomaterials, ultimately influencing their intended applications if not well-controlled.[@CIT0007]

The synthesis of inorganic NPs can be achieved through conventional methods such as chemical and physical methods. Chemical synthesis involves using chemical reagents (such as sodium borohydride) to act as reducing and stabilizing agents, whereas physical methods involve using high external forces (such as temperature and pressure) to break down materials into NPs. However, toxic by-products that endanger living organisms and the environment are produced when using conventional synthesis methods.[@CIT0008] Using chemical solvents during the synthesis process causes difficulty in the extraction of nanoparticles later on and presents significant hurdles to medical applications. The synthesis of amphiphilic colloids of CdS and noble metal nanoparticles require such pursuits.[@CIT0009] Moreover, the additional of precursor materials (such as polyvinyl alcohol causes) may lead to cytotoxicity of healthy cells when the nanoparticles are used as drug delivery agents. Studies have also found that nanoparticles affect the functions of the heart and the vasculature, which needs to be carefully assessed.[@CIT0010]

Hence, a new and inventive approach for the green, environmentally-friendly, synthesis of NPs has been introduced and termed \"biosynthesis\".[@CIT0011] Biosynthesis focuses on the reduction and elimination of the use or generation of hazardous toxic substances in chemical compounds, especially those used in industrial applications.[@CIT0012] Raw materials used in biosynthesis are renewable. Biosynthesis methods use a safer and non-toxic route for the production of biocompatible NPs which are highly applicable for numerous medical applications.[@CIT0013] Nanoparticles synthesized using this method produce many important pharmaceutical molecules that can be effectively applied for targeted drug delivery because toxic chemicals are eliminated.[@CIT0010],[@CIT0014] Moreover, as will be discussed, many studies have not only highlighted less toxic nanoparticles using such biosynthesis approaches, but their properties for preventing, diagnosis, and treating diseases are also improved.

This review paper discusses the synthesis of gold NPs (AuNPs) via green synthesis. The production of green AuNPs is described briefly and different bio-reductant and capping agents such as terpenoids, phenolic compounds, proteins, polysaccharides and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) are introduced. Then, a variety of sources of green materials are discussed. A table showing the use of different natural herbaceous parts is given and other green materials (such as fungi, bacteria, enzymes and biopolymers) are discussed. Finally, the potential biomedical applications of AuNPs in the biomedical field (including use as therapeutic agents, drug delivery agents, sensing agents and antimicrobial agents) are also discussed.

Synthesis of Green Gold Nanoparticles {#S0002}
=====================================

AuNPs are some of the most extensively studied NPs among all noble metal NPs because of their multiple surface functionalities and unique surface plasmon resonance that can be utilized in many aspects.[@CIT0015],[@CIT0016] There are many applications of AuNPs in society today (such as heavy metal determination,[@CIT0017] catalysis,[@CIT0018] optical sensing and imaging[@CIT0019]). More importantly, AuNPs can be combined with different nano-biological assemblies such as oligonucleotides, antibodies, and proteins to enhance their functions. The binding of these biomolecules with AuNPs alters surface plasmon resonance (SPR), conductivity and redox behavior, hence increasing their flexibility in terms of modification. This section discusses the production of AuNPs using a biological method, which is also commonly known as green synthesis. Green materials that can act as reducing agents are plant, fungus, bacterial, enzymes and biopolymers as shown in [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 1The types of green materials that can synthesize gold nanoparticles.

Production via Green Synthesis {#S0002-S2001}
------------------------------

The production of AuNPs by green synthesis is simple and facile. The NPs can be produced under a moderate environment without using elevated temperatures or pressures. The most common production method is the extracellular nanoparticle production method.[@CIT0020] The production is initiated by tetrachloroaurate salt (HAuCl~4~). After mixing, the mixture is stirred on a stirrer to produce NPs. The color change to red or purplish indicates the successful production of AuNPs. This is then followed by centrifugation and drying of the NPs for characterization and use. [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"} shows a simple illustration of the production of AuNPs. Figure 2A simple illustration for the production of gold nanoparticles via green methods.

Notably, the simplicity of the production process highly varies depending on the choice of green materials. Green materials (such as bacteria, fungi and enzymes) require delicate preparation steps. First, these organisms need to be cultured or propagated in order to obtain sufficient starting materials for the reaction.[@CIT0021] Extra steps may be required, such as ultra-sonication and/or the use of enzyme separation processes to obtain purified green materials. These preparations require more complicated and meticulous steps which make the production process laborious and tedious. [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"} shows some of the advantages and disadvantages of different green materials used to make AuNPs. Table 1The Advantages and Disadvantages of Different Green Materials for the Synthesis of Gold NanoparticlesGreen MaterialsAdvantagesDisadvantagesApplicationsReferencesPlantsSynthesis method is simple and facile. It is easy to control the size and shape of the NPs by altering the reaction parameters and the reduction of NPs is relatively rapid and cost effective.It is difficult to determine the reactive components in plants because plant extracts contain many organic compounds.Biomedical applications, removal of dyes and heavy metals, catalysts.[@CIT0022]--[@CIT0024]FungiIt is possible to scale up the production of NPs using fungi because they are able to secrete large amounts of protein. Fungi are easier to culture as compared to other microorganisms.Delicate preparation steps are needed to obtain mycelia free culture filtrates and it is difficult to genetically manipulate eukaryotic organisms to produce specific enzymes. Some species are pathogenic.Antioxidants, catalyst for pollutant degradation.[@CIT0094],[@CIT0095],[@CIT0100]BacteriaSome species are resistant against heavy metals, thus, they can be exploited for biological metal recovery. Purer NPs are produced.Not economical as bacteria culturing is tedious. The reduction process is also slow, ranging from hours to days.Drug delivery agent, antibacterial agent.[@CIT0021],[@CIT0048],[@CIT0103]EnzymeEnzymes are commercially available in pure form. The purification of NPs is easier.Some enzymes are expensive to purchase whereas the enzyme extraction process from microbes may be time consuming.Anticancer agent, antimicrobial agent.[@CIT0052],[@CIT0104],[@CIT0105]BiopolymersBiopolymers consist of a variety of functional groups that can produce NPs and have a good combination of properties.Different biopolymers have different reducing ability, therefore, it is necessary to test the reducing ability of the biopolymers.Antifilarial therapeutics, catalyst, antioxidants, biosensors.[@CIT0106],[@CIT0111],[@CIT0112],[@CIT0114]

Differences in parameters and reaction environment have a significant impact on the physicochemical properties of AuNPs (such as their shape, size and surface charge) which must be ideally controlled for their biomedical applications. Parameters (such as concentration of HAuCl~4~, amount of green extract, reaction time, temperature and pH) must be optimally evaluated to obtain desirable characteristics of AuNPs. For instance, an increase in the amount of HAuCl~4~ and green extract often results in an increased size and irregular shape of the NPs due to agglomeration.[@CIT0016] For example, the size of AuNPs increased from 6nm to 100nm as the concentration of *Lantana camara linn* leaf extract increased from 100 mgl^−1^ to 500 mgl^−1^.[@CIT0025] Similarly, the increase of reaction time and temperature generally results in the same outcome.[@CIT0026] Notably, the reaction time highly depends on the reducing ability of the green materials. *Garcinia mangostana* peel extracts managed to synthesize AuNPs within minutes whereas AuNPs were produced only after 72 hrs using a *Lantana camara* berry extract.[@CIT0027],[@CIT0028] While an increase of temperature could accelerate the reaction time, it tends to induce agglomeration of NPs.[@CIT0029] The green synthesis of AuNPs from *Cannabbis sativa* was optimized at 100°C, and agglomeration occurred when the temperature further increased above 100°C.[@CIT0030] The shape of the nanoparticles was not directly affected by the reducing compounds but was affected by the concentration of the starting materials and temperature. As the concentration of the reducing agent increased, the shape of the AuNPs tended to increase and some developed irregular and flower shapes due to agglomeration.[@CIT0031],[@CIT0032]

Bio-Reductant and Capping Agents {#S0002-S2002}
--------------------------------

Green materials can act as both reducing and stabilizing agents for the synthesis of AuNPs. In brief, biomolecules from green materials first reduce gold (iii) ions to zero-valent gold. Then, NP stabilization (as mediated by the biomolecules) can occur by covering the outer surface of the NPs through agglomeration. This mechanism of AuNP synthesis proposed by Anuradha and Abbasi is shown in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}.[@CIT0033] Figure 3Proposed mechanism for the reduction of gold nanoparticles where M^+^ is a gold (iii) ion while M^0^ is a zero valent gold.[@CIT0033] "Reprinted from Journal of Advanced Research, 6, Anuradha, J, T Abbasi, and S. Abbasi, An eco-friendly method of synthesizing gold nanoparticles using an otherwise worthless weed pistia (Pistia stratiotes L.), 711-720, Copyright (2015), with permission from Elsevier."

When choosing the right green materials, those with high antioxidant properties are often favored because they contain a high abundance of reactive compounds that could take part in the reduction and stabilizing processes. For example, grape pomace was utilized by González-Ballesteros et al for the production of AuNPs due to its antioxidant properties.[@CIT0034] Other kinds of berries that are rich in antioxidant content have also been chosen for the synthesis of AuNPs.[@CIT0035] Secondly, polar and water-soluble biocompounds are preferred for the reaction process. Gan et al extracted various compounds from palm oil mill effluence using different solvents and they showed that flavonoids, proteins, reducing sugars and water-soluble alkaloids that are present in water extracts were all capable of reducing AuNPs. Besides, small amounts of AuNPs were formed using an ethyl acetate extract which contained polyphenols and alkaloids, meanwhile no reaction occurred using a hexane extract containing non-polar compounds.[@CIT0036] Stability of the green synthesized AuNPs is relatively stable and sufficient for different applications. Sundararajan et al synthesized *Artemisia vulgaris* mediated AuNPs that could be a treatment against *A. aegypti* dengue fever. The stability of the AuNPs was indicated by a zeta potential value of −19.3mV, thus, having a strong negative electric charge stable under a wide range of pH values.[@CIT0037] AuNPs synthesized by *Actinidia deliciosa* showed a stability of −22.3mV. This high potential value is because of the uniform distribution and homogeneity of the particles.[@CIT0038] Two types of AuNPs were synthesized using different parts of *Cannabis sativa*. Both of them showed a negative zeta potential of −12.3mV and −20.6mV, respectively. High negativity of the zeta potential value showed that the AuNPs possessed sufficient surface charge to remain electrostatically stable and resistant to aggregation.[@CIT0030] Other biomolecules derived from living organisms that can be used to stabilize NPs are described below.

### Terpenoids {#S0002-S2002-S3001}

Terpenoids or isoprenoids are the largest groups of natural products derived from five-carbon isoprene units. They can be assembled and modified with methyl groups or oxygen atoms. Song et al speculated that terpenoids from *Magnolia kabus* can serve as surface-active molecules to stabilize AuNPs based on the presence of a 1736 cm^−1^ band by FTIR that corresponds to carbonyls groups. Meanwhile, amide III and amide I bands of proteins were observed at 1227 and 1629 cm^−1^, respectively. This finding suggested that AuNPs are surrounded by proteins and metabolites such as terpenoids.[@CIT0039] On the other hand, terpenoids were detected from the absorption peaks on FTIR spectrum at 1700--1600 cm^−1^ when Elavazhagan et al synthesized AuNPs using *Memecylon edule* leaf extracts. The peaks corresponded to C=C or aromatic groups when compared with a previous report.[@CIT0040]

### Phenolic Compounds {#S0002-S2002-S3002}

Phenolic compounds or phenols are one or more hydroxyl groups bonded directly to an aromatic ring. Functional derivatives (such as esters, methyl esters, and glycosides) can attach to this phenolic compound (such as simple phenols, phenolic acids, hydroxycinnamic acid and flavonoids) which are found in most natural antioxidant agents.[@CIT0041] For example, Alam et al found that the aqueous extract from *Murraya koenigii* Spreng contained gallic acid, duercetin, quercetin and quercetin-3-glucoside during the synthesis of AuNPs.[@CIT0008] Qualitative phytochemical analysis was performed by Vijayakumar et al to determine the classes of constituents present in the peel extract of *Musa paradisiaca*. This analysis showed that flavonoids, quinones, phenols, steroids, phytosteroids and tannins were found in the extract.[@CIT0042] On the other hand, *A. nilotica* bark extract was rich in phenolics with hydroxyl and carboxyl groups. The high nucleophilic property of aromatic rings in phenols might be the reason for the general chelating ability of the compounds. Hence, phenol groups involved in the reduction of HAuCl~4~ are those that occur through the oxidation of hydroxyl to carbonyl groups.[@CIT0043]

### Proteins {#S0002-S2002-S3003}

Proteins are made up of amino acids that link together in long chains leading to different structures and functions of proteins. Carboxylate groups found on proteins can serve as a surfactant for NP synthesis. This property enables the proteins to attach on the surface of NPs and stabilize them through electrostatic bonding. From the FTIR results by Mukherjee et al, the stretching frequency at 1244.07cm^−1^ disappeared after the synthesis of AuNPs. This suggested that the amide III groups in proteins took part in the reduction of AuNPs. This result was further confirmed by SDS gel electrophoresis, suggesting that both low and high molecular weight proteins are responsible for the formation and stabilization of AuNPs.[@CIT0044] Other work by Patra et al suggested that low molecular weight proteins (\~12kDa and \~22kDa) played a role in the reduction process as the bands disappeared in SDS gels after the production of NPs.[@CIT0045]

### Polysaccharides {#S0002-S2002-S3004}

Simple sugars are monosaccharides which are the basic building block of carbohydrates. Some examples of simple sugars are glucose, fructose and galactose. When they link together by glycosidic links, they form polysaccharides. Polysaccharides are important to living organisms for their structure and storage. Galanga rhizome tested positive in a Fehling's test indicating that it contains high sugars. These sugars can serve as the reagents in the reduction of gold (iii) ions to NPs.[@CIT0046] Similarly, Noruzi et al demonstrated that rose petal extracts are rich in sugars and can be used for the reduction of AuNPs. The sugar content was qualitatively measured through a dinitrosalicyclic acid (DNS) test and Bradford method.[@CIT0047] On the other hand, Sathiyanarayanan et al utilized microbial exopolysaccharides that were secreted during the growth of bacteria to synthesize AuNPs. During IR, a peak on the spectrum was observed at 3442 cm^−1^ showing that the microbial exopolysaccharides contained abundant hydroxyl groups.[@CIT0048]

### Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide (NAD) {#S0002-S2002-S3005}

NAD is an enzyme ubiquitously found in all living organisms. It plays a pivotal role in redox reactions during metabolism and can be present in two forms: oxidized (NAD+) and reduced (NADH) forms. During the production of AuNPs from living organisms such as bacteria and fungi, NADH plays an important part in the oxidation of gold (iii) ions. For example, Pseudomonas denitrificans secretes NADH-dependant enzymes, such as nitrate reductase. Mewada et al showed that nitrate reductase activity in Pseudomonas denitrificans decreased after the synthesis of AuNPs.[@CIT0049] On the other hand, Shah et al demonstrated that NADH- and NADH-dependent enzymes might act as a scaffold or nucleating agent. The activity of reductase in the supernatants was reduced after the formation of AuNPs from 1.21 μmole/min/mL to 0.23μmole/min/mL.[@CIT0021]

Green Materials {#S0003}
===============

There is an emerging trend to utilize biological materials as the strategy to produce NPs especially for biomedical applications. This is because they are non-toxic and environmental friendly. Therefore, green synthesis has been introduced for this purpose. Green synthesis is the utilization of a set of principles that reduces or eliminates the use or generation of hazardous substances in the design, manufacturing and application of chemical products. The development and design of effective and eco-friendly green chemistry methods for the synthesis of metal based NPs are gaining interest because the preparation of NPs using conventional methods have endangered the environment and organisms around the world. Practicing green methods results in more advantages. First of all, it is very simple, clean and efficient. It is also very eco-friendly and economically cheap where bio-reagents (such as bacteria,[@CIT0050] fungus,[@CIT0051] enzymes,[@CIT0052] and plants) play a role as both reducing and stabilizing agents. For example, platinum NPs were produced using metal ion reducing bacteria *Shewanella algae*.[@CIT0053] Besides that, the mushroom species *Flammulina velutipe* was able to produce AuNPs with sizes less than 20nm[@CIT0054] and the presence of the NADPH enzyme was able to reduce NPs.[@CIT0055] This method is also relatively safe and non-toxic because the use of hazardous materials and chemicals is minimal or even totally avoided. Moreover, non-toxic biosynthesized NPs are mostly biocompatible and highly applicable for biomedical applications.[@CIT0045] Green synthesis can be used to produce NPs at a large scale. Extreme external conditions (like high energy and pressure) are avoided and, thus, less energy is consumed.[@CIT0056]

Three main concerns for green production methods must be evaluated based on green chemistry perspectives. They are the selection of the solvent medium, the reducing agent and the use of non-hazardous stabilizers. Examples of green solvents are water, ethanol and other non-toxic solvents. Green materials that are obtained from nature can act as a reducing agent for safer production procedures. Most green materials possess a stabilizing ability due to the presence of different reactive groups (such as carboxyl and hydroxyl groups) in the extract.

Bio-based synthesis creates highly stable and well characterized NPs. Some aspects that need to be taken into consideration are optimal reaction conditions, types of reducing agent, selection of biocatalyst, conditions for cell growth and enzyme activity.[@CIT0057]

Plants {#S0003-S2001}
------

Plants are some of the greenest materials available for NP synthesis due to the presence of many organic compounds which can act as reducing and stabilizing agents. Some examples of reactive compounds are flavonoids, amino acids, carboxylic acids, ketones, phenols and proteins. It is also one of the simplest approaches because this method does not require an aseptic environment.[@CIT0058] The reaction can be started easily by contacting the starting materials. The reaction environment is economical and low in cost as it does not need high temperatures or pressures. The reaction is also easily scalable because the shape and size of NPs can be finely tuned by varying the reaction conditions as compared to other methods.[@CIT0020] [Figure 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"} shows some of the examples of plants that have been used to specifically synthesize AuNPs. Figure 4Some examples of plants: (**A**) *Murraya koenigii Spreng*, (**B**) *Citrus*, (**C**) *Zingiber officinale*, (**D**) *Lonicera Japonica*, (**E**) *Garcinia mangostana* and (**F**) *abelmoschus esculentus* used to synthesize gold nanoparticles.

A mixture of metal salts and plant extracts has allowed one to form AuNPs at room temperature. This reaction often takes a few minutes to a few hours. The reaction time needed is faster as compared to other green materials. This reaction can be scaled up by varying the reaction conditions, especially the reaction temperature. Every part of the plant can be utilized.[@CIT0059] Leaves are the most common part as compared to other parts like bark, fruit, seed, flower, root and peel. [Figure 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"} gives a brief insight into the parts of plants that can be used for nanoparticle synthesis whereas [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} summarizes the biogenic fabrication of NPs and their applications when synthesized from various parts of plants. Changes in parameters control the size and shape of the NPs while the extract from different parts of the plants provides organic compounds that act as the reducing agent. The composition of organic compounds in different parts of the plants varies slightly, thus, giving a different effect to control the synthesis of AuNPs. For example, the total content of phenolic acids in the peel (5028 mg per kg) of *Garcinia mangostana* is much higher than the fruit (266 mg per kg).[@CIT0060] Therefore, the production of AuNPs occurred within minutes using the peel from *Garcinia mangostana*.[@CIT0027] Figure 5Every part of a plant can be utilized as a green material for AuNP synthesis. Table 2Green Synthesized Gold Nanoparticles Using Different Parts of PlantsPart UsedPlantReactive CompoundSize (nm)ShapeReaction TimeApplicationsReferencesLeaves*Artemisia vulgaris* (Mugwort)Polyphenols, flavonoids, terpenoids50--100Spherical, triangular, hexagonal24hLarvicidal activity against Aedes larvae[@CIT0037]*Clitoria ternatea* (Asian pigeonwings)Alcoholic, amine groups, halocompou-nds100Rod24hAntibacterial, antioxidant[@CIT0150]*Artocarpus hirsutus* (Wild jack)Polyphenols, flavonoids, terpenoids5--40Spherical6hAnticancer[@CIT0136]*Justicia glauca* (Thaasi murungai)Lignans \[(+)-pinoresinol, (+)-medioresinol\], alkaloids, flavonoids, steroids (sitosterol-3-0-glucoside), terpenoids32Hexagonal, spherical1hElectrode for selective voltammetry[@CIT0017]*Murraya koenigii Spreng* (Curry leaves)Polyphenols, quercetin, quercetin-3-glucoside, flavonoids20--40Spherical152minsFluorescent marker[@CIT0008]*Terminalia arjuna* (Arjun tree)Arjunetin, leucoanthoc-yanidins, hydrolyzable tannins20--50Spherical15minsPlant tissue culture[@CIT0061]*Memecylon umbellatum* (Iron wood)Protein, saponins, polyphenols, carbohydrate15--25Spherical, triangular, hexagonal18h--[@CIT0062]*Coreopsis lanceolate*Antioxidants like sugars, flavonoids20--30Spherical, quasi spherical15minsDetections of aflatoxins[@CIT0140]OliveProteins, oleoropein, apigenin-7-glucoside, luteolin-7-glucoside50--100Triangular, spherical, hexagonal20mins-[@CIT0063]*Cassia auriculata* (Matura tea tree)Polysaccharides, flavonoids15--25Spherical, triangular,hexagonal10mins--[@CIT0064]*Mangifera indica* (Mango)Terpenoids, flavonoids, thiamine17--20Spherical2mins--[@CIT0065]Fruits*Lantana camara* (Wild sage)Ursolic acid, iridoid glycosides, mono- and sesquiterpe-nes, flavonoids150--300Triangle72h--[@CIT0028]*Citrus maxima* (Pomelo)Polypeptides/proteins, terpene, ascorbic acid15--35Spherical5minsCatalyst[@CIT0066]*Sterculia acuminate* (Pola plant)Phenolic compounds9.37--38.12Spherical4minsCatalyst[@CIT0058]*Citrus* (Lemon, tangerine, orange)Citric acid, proteins32.3, 43.4, 56.7Spherical, triangular10mins-[@CIT0067]PearSugars, amino acids, proteins20--400Triangular, hexagonal, polyhedral20mins--[@CIT0068]RhizomeYam bean--200--400Triangular24hPhotodynamic and photo thermal therapy[@CIT0069]*Acorus calamus* (Sweet flag)Asarone, caryophylle-ne, isoasarone, methyl isoeugenol, safrole10Spherical--UV-blocking agent[@CIT0070]TurmericPhenolic (curcumin), triterpenoids, alkaloid, sterols5--60Oblong spherical----[@CIT0035]*Zingiber officinale* (Ginger)Oxalic acid, ascorbic acid, phenylpropa-noids, zingerone10--20Spherical, triangular, truncated triangular, hexagonal20minsAntibacterial[@CIT0071]*Panax ginseng C.A. Meyer* (Korean red ginseng)Saponin glycoside (ginsenoside), polysaccha-rides, flavones, peptide glycans2--40Spherical2.5hAnticancer[@CIT0072]Flower*Lonicera Japonica* (Japanese honeysuckle)Amino acids8Triangular, tetrahedral1h--[@CIT0073]*Nyctanthes arbortristis* (Night flowering jasmine)alkaloids, flavonoids15--25spherical30mins--[@CIT0074]Peels*Musa paradisiaca* (Banana)Phenolic compounds, gallocatechin, dopamine50Spherical20minsAntibacterial, anticancer[@CIT0042]*Mangifera indica Linn* (Mango)Phenols, carboxylic acids3.26--21.68Quasi-spherical25minsNon-cytotoxic to normal cells[@CIT0075]*Terminalia arjuna* (Arjun tree)Polyphenols60Triangular, hexagonal, pentagonal20mins-[@CIT0076]SeedCocoaPolyphenols150--200spherical-photothermal therapy[@CIT0077]*Abelmoschus esculentus* (Okra)Proteins, polysaccha-rides, glycoprotein45--75Spherical, uneven shape10minsAntifungal[@CIT0078]Bark*Guazuma ulmifolia* (Bay cedar)Tannins, proanthocya-nidins, precocene, catechins20--25Spherical10minsCatalyst, DNA binding, antibacterial, antifungal, anticancer[@CIT0156]Willow treeTannins, alkanoids, flavonoids, alkaloids15Spherical30minsColorimetric sensor[@CIT0142]*Acacia nilotica* (Gum Arabic tree)Protein, phenols, tannins, terpenoids, saponins10--50Unshaped, quasi-spherical10minsElectrochemical sensor[@CIT0043]Others pulp*Capsicum annuum var. grossum* (Green pepper)Proteins, carbohydrates6--37Triangular, hexagonal, quasi-spherical10minsCatalyst[@CIT0032]Biomass*Momordica cochinchinensis* (Lour.) Spreng (Gac)Proteins10--80Spherical, oval, triangular12hPhoto catalyst[@CIT0079]Galls*Pistacia integerrima* (Zebra wood)Monoterpenes, triterpenoids, sterols, dihydromal-valic acid20--200Grain like--Enzyme inhibition, muscle relax, sedative activities[@CIT0157]Nut*Areca catechu* (Pinang palm)Polyphenols, fats, proteins, carbohydrate, flavonoidsSpherical13.705hCatalyst, antioxidant, antibacterial, anticancer[@CIT0080]Latex*Hevea brasiliensis* (Para rubber tree)isoprene, proteins50Spherical, triangular30mins--[@CIT0081]Palm oil mill effluentPalm oilProteins, flavonoids, reducing sugars, alkaloids13--25Spherical1hRemoval of mercury[@CIT0036]Whole plant*Macrotyloma uniflorum* (Horse gram)Proteins, carbohydrate, antioxidant14--17Spherical----[@CIT0082]

### Leaves {#S0003-S2001-S3001}

*Salix alba* or white willow tree leaves have been collected by Ul Islam et al for the synthesis of AuNPs. Different parameters (such as pH (2--13), temperature (80°C) and concentration of sodium chloride (50--300 μL)) were altered to determine the effect of external conditions toward the stability of NPs. Under acidic conditions, AuNPs were stable. However, when the pH increased gradually, the NPs became less stable. Peak broadening and red shifts were noted at pH 12 and 13. At different volumes of salt, AuNPs also showed remarkable stability. The NPs were relatively unstable at elevated temperatures.[@CIT0019]

Leaves of a date palm have also been able to reduce HAuCl~4~ to AuNPs. The size of the spherically shaped NPs was in the range of 32 to 45 nm. The leaves of a date palm were extracted by maceration with 70% ethanol/water in 100mL. Then, an extraction process was carried out under room temperature for 7 days to obtain the extract necessary for synthesis. Increasing the volume of an extract gave a blue shift in UV-vis spectroscopy and also sped up the reaction. As the volume of the plant extract increased, the size of the AuNPs became smaller, that is from 45 nm reduced to 32 nm. This phenomenon may be due to the nucleation rate. A faster nucleation rate produced monodispersed and smaller particles.[@CIT0083] [Figure 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"} shows TEM images and histograms of the size of the synthesized AuNPs. Figure 6TEM micrographs of gold nanoparticles prepared with (**A**) 100, (**B**) 200 and (**C**) 400 lL of a *P. dactylifera* extract. The corresponding histograms are represented by (**A**'), (**B**') and (**C**').[@CIT0083] "Reprinted from Spectrochimica Acta Part A: Molecular and Biomolecular Spectroscopy, 121, Mervat F. Zayed,Wael H. Eisa, Phoenix dactylifera L. leaf extract phytosynthesized gold nanoparticles; controlled synthesis and catalytic activity, 238-244, Copyright (2014), with permission from Elsevier.".

### Fruits {#S0003-S2001-S3002}

Different parts of a plant can be used to produce NPs beside leaves. The utilization of fruits, roots and flowers are some other common parts. Berries and citrus fruits are common examples of green reducing agents because they are rich in antioxidants. Opris et al used elderberry, *Sambucus nigra*, to synthesize AuNPs. They suggested that the fruit extract was high in phenolic compounds at a reading of 6.85g GAE/L and proposed that phenolic compounds were responsible for the reduction and stabilization process.[@CIT0084] Blackberries and blueberries which are rich in antioxidants also have the same ability. NPs produced by blueberries were spherical and triangular in shape with a size of 50 to 150 nm while blackberry-produced AuNPs were oblong NPs with an average size of 100 nm.[@CIT0035]

### Rhizomes {#S0003-S2001-S3003}

Huo et al used medicinal plants to synthesize AuNPs. Root extracts of *Glycyrrhiza uralensis*, or commonly known as Chinese liquorice, have been extensively used as a traditional medicine for anti-viral, antioxidant and anti-inflammatory purposes due to the presence of glycyrrhizin and flavonoids. The reaction of HAuCl~4~ with Chinese liquorice extract occurred rapidly within 4 mins. Spherical AuNPs were obtained with a size of 12.25 nm.[@CIT0085] Galangal ginger was capable to reduce HAuCl~4~ into AuNPs according to Mahakham et al's research. A Au SPR band was observed at 536 nm indicating the formation of AuNPs. The SPR band increased in intensity when the reaction time increased from 30 mins to 24 hrs. The size of the NPs ranged from 10 to 30 nm with a spherical shape. SAED results confirmed the crystallinity of the NPs with a circular ring corresponding to the (111), (200), (220) and (311) phase for a faced-centred cubic structure.[@CIT0046]

### Flowers {#S0003-S2001-S3004}

Flower petals from plants are also some of the most useful reducing agents and stabilizing agents. *Plumeria alba* was able to synthesize extremely small spherical-like AuNPs in the size range of 12.2--19 nm.[@CIT0086] The NPs produced by *Moringa oleifera* were even smaller, that is around 3--5 nm. Anand et al reported that this plant contained high levels of phytochemicals such as flavonoids, carotenoids, phenolic, sterols and amino acids. These constituents were believed to take part in the reduction process.[@CIT0087] Different species of roses also showed a reducing ability, such as *Rosa damascene*[@CIT0088] and *Rosa hybrid*a.[@CIT0047] A rapid reducing ability of roses is because of the ample sugars and proteins in the rose extract that ease the nucleation of smaller NPs.[@CIT0047]

### Peels {#S0003-S2001-S3005}

Some research has been carried out using fruit peels, seed and the bark of plants. However, this has not been as popular as leaves which can be found abundantly. Waste products from the plants can be reused again by utilizing them in nanoparticle synthesis. The *Garcinia mangostana* fruit peel which is rich in xanthone was utilized to produce spherically shaped AuNPs with a size range from 27 to 37 nm. The fruit peels were collected and air dried before being grinded into powder to produce peel crude extracts. The crude extract was able to cap the NPs by forming a protective layer around the NPs. This layer prevented them from aggregating.[@CIT0089]

### Seeds {#S0003-S2001-S3006}

Rajan et al demonstrated the synthesis of AuNPs by using the seed of true cardamom. The reaction was rapid and the NPs formed were 15.2 nm in size.[@CIT0090] Besides, the seed of fenugreek was utilized by Aromal and his co-workers for the production of AuNPs. The NPs were almost spherical in shape with a size of 15--25 nm. The stability of the NPs synthesized at pH 6 and 7 were stable for more than 3 months. This project also showed that an increase in pH will lead to a decrease in particle size which was probably due to the effect of pH towards the reducing groups in the extract, hence affecting the size of the NPs.[@CIT0091]

### Others {#S0003-S2001-S3007}

Some uncommon parts of plants have also been utilized to make AuNPs, such as essential oils, gum, gall and latex. One of the best examples is a project led by Alharbi et al where Arjun tree gum was used to reduce HAuCl~4~ into AuNPs. Color changes from light yellowish brown to reddish wine were observed within 5 mins. The formation of AuNPs was confirmed by obtaining a peak at 520 nm using UV-vis spectroscopy.[@CIT0092] Besides that, AuNPs can be synthesized using the latex of *Ficus racemosa*. The latex was first dissolved in double-distilled water to obtain a latex extract before adding the extract to a HAuCl~4~ solution. The mixture was kept under sunlight for around 2 hrs.[@CIT0093] The possible mechanism for the reduction of AuNPs was proposed as below: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Other Green Materials {#S0003-S2002}
---------------------

### Fungi {#S0003-S2002-S3001}

Fungi include molds, yeast, mushrooms and toadstools. This species has been recently exploited for the synthesis of NPs as compared to other microorganisms since they are capable of secreting plenty of proteins.[@CIT0094] Fungi are easier to culture in laboratories as well as in industries as compared to other microorganisms. The production of AuNPs by fungi requires a shorter time period, higher yields, and is high in ion concentration tolerance.[@CIT0095] Mostly, the fungi are cultured to obtain a mycelia free culture filtrate. The culture filtrate will mix and incubate with gold salts to obtain AuNPs.

*Penicillium aculeatum* is a type of mold able to produce spherical AuNPs with a size of 60 nm. The stability of the NPs was around −30 mV suggesting that electrostatic repulsive forces were a major factor in its stability. This is due to the bonding of proteins on the surface of AuNPs.[@CIT0096] Manjunath et al used a marine endophytic fungus, *Penicillium citrinum*, to synthesize AuNPs. The NPs were irregular in shape with a size of 60 to 80 nm. The research group suggested that polyphenol and certain proteins in the fungus were involved in the bioreduction of the AuNPs.[@CIT0094] *Aspergillus sydowii* was capable of producing AuNPs at a size of 8.7 to 15.6 nm. At lower concentrations of HAuCl~4~, larger size particles were obtained, while higher concentrations supported the synthesis of smaller particles which was due to strain properties.[@CIT0097]

However, the reaction time for some fungus is slow. A mitosporic fungus, *Aspergillus sp*, was able to produce NPs with a size of 4 to 29 nm but the reaction kinetics were slow. The reaction started only after 12 hrs of incubation where the mixture color changed from light yellow to pink. UV-vis spectroscopy recorded a peak at 532 nm after one day of incubation and the reaction ended at day 7 of incubation.[@CIT0098] Another species of mitosporic fungus, *Aspergillum sp*, required 2 hrs of incubation before the reaction started. The reaction with HAuCl~4~ was completed after 7 days of incubation. Optimal conditions for the production of AuNPs were pH values of 7.0, 100 mg/mL of biomass concentration, 3mM of HAuCl~4~ and using PBS as a buffer. The NPs synthesized possessed catalytic activity.[@CIT0095]

Different kinds of mushrooms also have the ability to reduce AuNPs. Vetchinkina et al carried out a project with different kinds of mushrooms namely *Lentinus edodes, Pleurotus ostreatus, Ganoderma lucidu* and *Grifola frondosa*. Their experiment was used to recover gold, silver, selenium and silicon. This experiment determined that all of the fungi had the ability to synthesize AuNPs on the cell surface and culture medium.[@CIT0099] The reaction time for Changa mushroom is relatively short, around 30 mins. The NPs synthesized were mostly spherical, triangular, hexagonal and rod shaped.[@CIT0100] The shape of the NPs was greatly affected by the capping agents used because the capping agents control the size and shape of the NPs, for example, anisotropic growth was led by the non-specific binding nature on all AuNP exposed surfaces.[@CIT0101]

### Bacteria {#S0003-S2002-S3002}

Bacteria are prokaryotic microorganisms. Recently, researchers used different types of bacteria for the synthesis of AuNPs. The synthesis of NPs through a microbe can be classified into intracellular synthesis and extracellular synthesis according to the location of NP formation as shown in [Figure 7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"}. When the ions are transported into the microbial cell to form NPs in the presence of enzymes, it is indicated as an intracellular method, while the extracellular method is the formation of NPs by trapping the metal ions on the cell membrane with an enzyme.[@CIT0053] [Figure 7](#F0007){ref-type="fig"} shows a simple picture illustrating the synthesis method of NPs using bacteria. However, utilizing bacteria as a green material is not economical. Bacteria culturing is a tedious process that takes time and extra precautions. The reaction time of the reduction process is also too slow, ranging from hours to days. These drawbacks have prevented the use of bacteria in nanoparticle production from reaching commercialization, nevertheless, some recent studies have highlighted that such NPs after synthesis are covered in proteins which target the bacteria that synthesized them, properties not possible with conventional NPs.[@CIT0102] Figure 7Gold nanoparticles can be synthesized via different approaches when using bacteria.

*Delftia* sp. strain KCM-006 was able to produce spherically shaped AuNPs that were as small as 11.3 nm. In this research, the experimental conditions were altered (such as pH and temperature). During the stirring process, the pH and temperature of the reaction environment was altered. It was found that the reaction time for the production of AuNPs was 7 hrs at its optimal physiological conditions (pH 8 and 45°C). These NPs were used for the transportation of resveratrol.[@CIT0103]

Exopolysaccharide (EPS) produced by *Bacillus megaterium* MSBN04 was utilized for the synthesis of AuNPs by Sathiyanarayanan and his co-workers. Different conditions for bacteria culture were carried out and the environment for cell culture will affect EPS yield. This research found that the optimal condition for maximum EPS production was obtained at 30°C and at pH7.5 with the addition of 3--4% of NaCl. With the increase of EPS concentration, a higher concentration of AuNPs was obtained.[@CIT0048]

A highly salt tolerant proteobacterial, *Halomonas salina*, was capable of synthesizing spherical AuNPs 30 to 100 nm in diameter. When the temperature was low (30°C), the optimal parameters were pH 9 and a concentration of 100 ppm of gold salt for the production of isotropic nanostructures. Under the same conditions, but at different pH values (pH 4), the NPs were anisotropic. This result showed that the fabrication of AuNPs was pH and temperature dependent. The NADH dependent enzyme may act as the reducing agent for this reaction. Functional groups in NADPH possess a positive charge at lower pH because of their high proton concentration. Thus, the NPs formed were less stable and tended to agglomerate. When the pH increased to the alkaline range, the reducing power of these groups increased and formed thermodynamically favorable structures.[@CIT0021]

### Enzymes {#S0003-S2002-S3003}

Researchers have suggested that enzymes maybe some of the best possible routes for the synthesis of NPs due to the many drawbacks of microbial bioreduction processes. They believe that microbes possess an ability to reduce AuNPs due to the presence of enzymes, proteins, carbohydrates and biomembranes.[@CIT0055] Also, enzymes are commercially available in pure form. This will ease the purification and production of the NPs. AuNPs can be produced via an enzymatic route of nisin peptides, a class-Ia bacteriocin. It is a peptide that consists of 34 amino acids which can be obtained from *Lactococcus lactis* susbp. The NPs formed were spherical in shape with a size of 25 nm. This result was confirmed by XRD analysis with JCPDF file No. 00-004-0784.[@CIT0104]

A natural enzyme, diastase, was utilized to synthesize spherical 9.7 nm AuNPs. In this research, the quantity of enzymes varied. Smaller NPs were formed with an increasing volume of enzymes. When the colloid was prepared by diastase between pH 10 and pH 4, one extra peak appeared between 650 and 800 nm suggesting the formation of an anisotropic structure. This is because the enzyme consists of freely exposed thiol groups which are believed to catalyse the synthesis of AuNPs. The decrease of the pH environment reduced the availability of thiol groups in anionic form.[@CIT0052] Hog pancreatic α-amylase was able to reduce HAuCl~4~ to AuNPs too. However, the reaction was time consuming. It required 6 hrs for NP formation at 37°C and the reaction ended only after 48 hrs. Rangnekar et al suggested that the enzyme has two free and exposed thiol groups (-SH) that accounted for its reducing ability.[@CIT0105]

Many researchers have also suggested that the NADPH-dependent enzyme maybe one of the causes for the production of AuNPs during microbial synthesis. Narayanan et al proved that this may be possible as the NADPH-dependent enzyme from *Sclerotium rolfsii* has the ability to synthesize AuNPs within 10--15 mins. A control experiment with a heat denatured cell-free filtrate coenzyme NADPH was carried out. AuNPs were produced and it was suggested that the thermostable NADPH-dependent enzyme could be involved in the biosynthesis process.[@CIT0055]

### Biopolymers {#S0003-S2002-S3004}

Biopolymers are polymers that are synthesized by living organisms. They can be synthesized also through polymerization from renewable resources. They are bio-degradable polymers that consist of mostly organic compounds. Some examples of biopolymers are proteins, carbohydrates, DNA, RNA, lipids, peptides and polysaccharides. Biopolymers often consist of a variety of functional groups (such as carboxylic, amide I, amide II, aldehyde and ketone groups) that will ease the production of NPs.[@CIT0106]--[@CIT0108]

One of the most popular biopolymers that are involved as a reducing agent is chitosan. Chitosan is cellulose like linear polysaccharide that is produced by the deacetylation of chitin, a naturally occurring polymer. It is vastly found in marine invertebrates, insects, fungi and yeasts.[@CIT0109] Esther et al studied the difference in preparation methods towards the size and shape of the NPs. Two preparation methods were carried out. One was by adding chitosan into a boiling HAuCl~4~ solution while the other method was adding a HAuCl~4~ solution into hot boiling chitosan. When the HAuCl~4~ solution was added directly to the boiling chitosan solution, the nucleation rate was rapid and uniform. Hence, the NPs were spherical in shape and monodispersed. However, when the chitosan solution was poured into the hot HAuCl~4~ solution, the rate of nucleation was not as uniform because metal ions were absorbed on the matrix and slowly reduced to the nuclei. Different shapes and larger size NPs were formed.[@CIT0110] Besides acting as a reducing agent, chitosan acted as a stabilizing agent in the presence of a plant based extract. Further, Saha et al carried out an experiment using a chitosan and black pepper extract. Better stability was obtained when both the chitosan and plant extract were used simultaneously. They proposed that chitosan mainly worked as a stabilizer through electrostatic interactions between the negatively charged AuNPs and positively charged polymeric network.[@CIT0111]

Carbohydrate based materials can act as a reducing agent too. Honey mostly consists of fructose. It can act as a reducing agent when reacted with HAuCl~4~. A color change was observed after 3 hrs. The AuNPs produced were 15 nm in size and spherical in shape.[@CIT0108] Starch is a polymeric carbohydrate that mainly consists of glucose. It is capable to reduce gold salts to NPs under alkaline conditions. This is because under alkaline conditions, starch is degraded into shorter chains of carboxylic acid. Carboxylic acid consists of --OH groups that can reduce to AuNPs. Spherically shaped AuNPs with a size of 64 to 90 nm were formed under alkaline conditions.[@CIT0107]

In the research of Geng et al, proteins can act as a reducing agent also. The research group used consensus sequence tetratricopeptide repeat (CTPR) proteins with a mild reducing agent, MOPS, to produce flower like AuNPs in the size of 23.6 to 46 nm. The shape of the AuNPs changed from flower like to spherically shaped with an increase in the ratio of CTPR because the effect of the morpholine group in MOPS was empowered by CTPR that depleted the Au (iii) individual nucleation sites. CTPR proteins with different tandem repeating units were synthesized through recombinant bacteria expression technology. Both the morphology and LSPR absorbance can be adjusted by varying the ratio of reducing agent and protein length.[@CIT0106] Chen et al utilized a corn protein, α-zein, to synthesize AuNPs. Increasing the concentration of α-zein produced larger size NPs. Nanofibrils of α-zein gave a better reducing ability as compared to normal α-zein. This suggested that a smaller reducing agent possesses a better surface area for the reducing process.[@CIT0112]

Bollela et al used quercetin to synthesize AuNPs. Quercetin is a plant polyphenol with flavonoid groups. The NPs synthesized in this experiment were spherical in shape. The reduction time of AuNPs was relatively fast at 30 mins.[@CIT0113] Hexagonal shaped AuNPs were produced using gallic acid, protocatechuic acid and isoflavone. The NPs synthesized using this method were stable under different pH values from slightly acidic to slightly alkaline. The NPs synthesized by protocatechuic acid were slightly larger than those from gallic acid.[@CIT0114]

Gold Nanoparticles for Biomedical Applications {#S0004}
==============================================

NPs contain small atoms or molecules that possess unique properties which vary from their bulk counterparts. Hence, they perform differently in terms of electronic, magnetic, optical, physical and chemical properties.[@CIT0015] Spherical AuNPs play an important role for the future of bio-nanotechnology development. They have large surface-to-volume ratios, good optoelectronic properties, excellent biocompatibility and low toxicity. AuNPs tend to interact with biomolecules (such as lipid, nucleic acid and proteins) due to their multiple surface compatibility properties. The immediate adsorption of biomolecules to AuNPs is called the "nanoparticle-protein corona". This interaction provides greater promise for clinical use. The effect of such a corona reduced the release of paclitaxel from nanocarriers and this effect is dependent on protein concentrations.[@CIT0115] Other than that, apolipoprotein is able to adsorb onto a NP surface for brain drug delivery.[@CIT0116] Although the toxicity of a nanoparticle is one of the concerns for its adaption for biomedical use, a few researches have even carried such studies to prove that they are safe to use at small concentrations. In the work of Mironava et al, 142 μg/mL of 13 nm AuNPs caused almost 40% of apoptosis of human fibroblast cells while 13 μg/mL of 45 nm AuNPs gave the same effect after 3 days of incubation.[@CIT0117] AuNPs have been shown to be non-toxic to normal L-cells when used at different amounts (from 1 to 100μL).[@CIT0118] Another toxicity test was completed by Irama et al using radish. The root length and percent of seed germination was determined. Their research showed that AuNPs of sizes greater than 30 nm rarely entered the cell nucleus; hence, they may be more suitable for drug delivery.[@CIT0119] The toxicity of AuNPs was determined using in vivo animal models where it was found that toxicity was size dependent. Particles that were 10 nm in size were present in almost every tissue while larger particles were only detected in the liver, blood and spleen.[@CIT0120] Based on the work from Sadauskas et al, it was found that AuNPs gradually decreased and were removed from the circulation system to one fifth of their original amount after 6 months mainly by Kupffer cells. It was a long-term process.[@CIT0121] However, the damage caused by AuNPs was not permanent as cells were able to recover following AuNP removal. Near full recovery occurred for the cells after 14 days of AuNP removal (13nm and 45nm in diameter). The number of vacuoles decreased which in turn allowed the cells to form normal actin fibers and increase their production as the cells divided and the concentration of AuNPs decreased.[@CIT0117] Still, more work is needed before AuNPs can be widely used clinically as current studies, especially involving humans, remain fragmented.

Criteria for Biomedical Applications {#S0004-S2001}
------------------------------------

There are some critical criteria to follow so that AuNPs are useful in drug delivery systems. The first criterion is the size of the NPs. The efficacy of the NP depends highly on its size because its size controls its movement along the vasculature and in the body. The size of the NPs should be small enough to escape capture by macrophages in the liver and filtration by the kidney. Ideal particle sizes range from 10--100nm.[@CIT0122] The size the NPs also plays a large role in passive drug delivery systems where the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect is utilized. The NPs should be at a certain size so that they can accumulate in the tumor and increase retention time in cancerous tissue for action on cancer cells. Tang et al found out that 50nm drug-silica nanoconjugates showed the longest retention time in tumor tissue. This finding suggested that this size of nanoconjugates can penetrate deeper into tumors and cancer cells, are efficient in endocytosis, and work against primary and metastatic tumors.[@CIT0123]

Secondly, the shape of the NP also influences drug delivery. The shape of NPs provides an impact on the accumulation and adhesion of NPs to blood vessel walls.[@CIT0124] Rod-like particles are difficult to internalize as compared to irregular shaped particles as shown by Gratton et al where HeLa cells took up non-spherical particles of hydrogels as large as 3μm readily via endocytosis.[@CIT0125] Spherical NPs are more preferable because they provide a smooth surface for coating and conjugation of ligands. Spherical NPs also have a higher surface-volume ratio where more reactive materials can be loaded for a better efficacy.[@CIT0126]

Lastly, the efficiency of a delivery system is further increased by the conjugation of a targeting ligand. Different materials have been attached on the surface of NPs to improve their targeting ability, circulation and life span. Conjugation of hydrophilic surfaces on NPs has also allowed NPs to escape macrophage capture. Some examples of ligands are polyethylene glycol (PEG), folate receptor and aptamers.[@CIT0122] In research that tested surface charge and surface hydrophilicity, 25% of AuNPs conjugated with PEG and a galactose-targeting moiety accumulated in the liver after 20 mins and the liver only took up 2% of the NPs in this process.[@CIT0127] Folate targeted receptors bound to NPs formed a folate facilitated drug release mechanism. This approach ensured that the drug can be trafficked effectively across the endosomal membrane. Improved cytotoxicity was observed by the work of Li et al where doxorubicin was transported by a N-(2-hydroxypropyl) methacrylamide copolymer into different tumor cells through the folate receptor.[@CIT0128]

Gold Nanoparticles as Therapeutic Agents {#S0004-S2002}
----------------------------------------

AuNPs can be employed as a drug for cancer treatment. The small size of NPs enables them to penetrate through cancer cells for targeted treatment. The presence of large vascular pores on the vessels that supply oxygen and nutrients to the tumor sites and inflamed tissues enables NPs to pass through easily and accumulate at these areas.[@CIT0127]

Many researchers have shown that AuNPs have the ability to combat cancer cells successfully as shown in [Table 3](#T0003){ref-type="table"}. AuNPs synthesized using *Gymnema sylvestre,* or commonly known as cowplant, exhibited cytotoxic effects towards Hep2 cells. Morphological changes were observed in Hep2 cells after treatment with AuNPs. Increases in the level of reactive oxygen species and nucleus changes were determined and suggested that the death of Hep2 cells was mediated by apoptosis.[@CIT0129] Another cervical cancer cell, HeLa cell line, reacted towards AuNPs as well. Morphological changes such as rounding, shrinking and granulation were observed. The activity of AuNPs was due to easy penetration of the NPs through the cell membrane.[@CIT0090]Table 3Cancer Cells That Have Been Targeted Successfully by Gold NanoparticlesCancer TypeCell LineReferencesSkinB16-F10[@CIT0045]BreastMCF-7, T47D[@CIT0045],[@CIT0130]--[@CIT0132]LungA549[@CIT0042],[@CIT0045],[@CIT0087],[@CIT0131]GastricNCL-N87[@CIT0100]LiverHep3B[@CIT0133]ColonHCT-116[@CIT0038]CervicalHeLa, Hep2[@CIT0090],[@CIT0129],[@CIT0134]BoneMG-63[@CIT0133]TumorEhrlich ascites carcinoma, HNGC-2, MKN-28[@CIT0130],[@CIT0133]

AuNPs have also reacted on other tumor cells, Ehrlich's Ascites Carcinoma, breast cancer cells and MCF-7 cells to name a few. Green tea polyphenols have been utilized to synthesize AuNPs. A comparison was made between green tea synthesized AuNPs and EGCG synthesized AuNPs. Both NPs were able to induce apoptosis in tumor cells while protecting normal hepatocytes from tumor cell damage. However, green synthesized AuNPs showed enhanced tumoricidal and hepatoprotective properties.[@CIT0130] AuNPs that were synthesised by *Actinidia deliciosa* showed 71% viability at their highest concentration (350μg/mL) when tested on HCT-116 cells using an MTT assay. The NPs exhibited a cytotoxic effect in a concentration dependent manner.[@CIT0038]

Gold Nanoparticles in Drug Delivery {#S0004-S2003}
-----------------------------------

A wide range of molecules that have functional groups can bind easily with high affinity on the AuNPs surface. Capping agents surrounding the AuNPs can be displaced by other functioning thiols or adsorbed ligands through a ligand exchange reaction. External functional groups will displace the existing ligands on AuNPs under equilibrium.[@CIT0026] Sometimes, secondary coating molecules (such as PEG and BSA) are attached to provide a binding surface for specific cells. This is to minimize non-specific targeting on other tissues. AuNPs not only can carry small molecular drugs, but they are also capable of delivering large biomolecules (such as DNA, RNA, peptides and proteins).[@CIT0016]

AuNPs have the ability to bind covalently or non-covalently with other materials through surface modification. Covalent conjugation stabilizes the conjugates for the purpose of imaging. Different interactions (such as specific binding affinity, electrostatic interactions and hydrophobic interactions) can attach molecules onto AuNPs non-covalently. These interactions produce modified AuNPs that are suitable for drug delivery because they require easy release of the drug for targeting purpose. [Figure 8](#F0008){ref-type="fig"} shows a simple route of conjugating AuNPs with drugs for targeting cancer cells. Figure 8Schematic diagram showing the killing of cancer cells by gold nanoparticles.

In the work of Devi et al, AuNPs were synthesised using *Vitex negundo* leaves as a reducing agent and Arabic gum as a stabilizing agent. Folic acid was loaded on the NPs afterwards to target lung cancer cells, specifically A549 cells. The presence of natural gum was proven to be a better approach for drug release, cytotoxicity and therapeutic efficacy.[@CIT0135] AuNPs were successfully conjugated with activated folic acid and chlorambucil molecules. These NPs showed high toxicity towards the cancer cell lines HeLa, RKO and A549 as compared to AuNPs and chlorambucil alone. The rate of drug release was the fastest at pH 5.4 as compared to pH 6.7 and 7.2. This research demonstrated a pH sensitive drug delivery system using AuNPs as a control where the amount of drug release was slowed in the blood stream (pH 7.2) and the release rate increased when it entered the tumor, suggesting that this drug-nanoparticle conjugate can be released to a major tumor environment (pH4.5--6.5).[@CIT0136]

AuNPs were functionalized with a common anticancer drug, 5-Fluorouracil (5-Fu). The amount of drug required to obtain a 50% growth inhibition to MCF-7 was lower for the drug loaded AuNPs as compared to free 5-Fu. This result showed that the cytotoxicity effect of the drug was enhanced after binding with AuNPs.[@CIT0137] The anticancer drug, doxorubicin, was also conjugated on AuNPs. When treated with 10 μM of AuNPs conjugated with doxorubicin, inhibition of cell proliferation increased from 50% to 60% as compared to free doxorubicin.[@CIT0044] When conjugated with the anticancer agent, resveratrol, cell viability and immunocytochemistry analysis showed that the drug loaded NPs were 65% more effective than resveratrol alone. The release was 95% under acidic conditions proving that this approach may be one of the strong alternatives for cancer targeting.[@CIT0103]

Gold Nanoparticles in Sensing {#S0004-S2004}
-----------------------------

AuNPs have been utilized in biosensing applications because they can be readily conjugated with recognition moieties, such as antibodies on the surface of biomolecules for their detection. AuNPs provide excellent sensitivity for determining cancerous cells, blood glucose levels, bacteria, viruses, biological toxins, pollutants, pathogens and biological molecules.[@CIT0026] Besides that, SPR of AuNPs leads to strong electromagnetic fields on the particle surface and consequently enhances radiative properties, such as absorption and scattering. Therefore, AuNPs possess easily tuneable and strong optical properties useful in optical imaging. Different kind of sensors can be constructed based on these special properties of AuNPs such as colorimetric, surface plasmon resonance, electrical, electrochemical, fluorescent and Bio-Barcode assay sensors.[@CIT0138]

Red fluorescence gold nanoclusters were produced with diluted egg whites under alkaline conditions with the assistance of a microwave by Tian et al as shown in [Figure 9A](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}. Fluorescent signals of gold nanoclusters could be activated by living tumor cells (such as HepG2 and HeLa cells) while this did not affect normal cells. As time went on, the fluorescent ability became stronger. Within one hour, strong fluorescence could be seen as shown in [Figure 9B](#F0009){ref-type="fig"}. MTT assay results showed that the nanocluster had good biocompatibility with cells. Cell viability was more than 85% in the concentration range of 0--1.2 mg per mL after 24h. This was an exciting result as it may work as a strategy for the preliminary recognition of tumor cells.[@CIT0139] Figure 9(**A**) Fluorescence confocal images of HepG2 cells after incubation with AuNCs\@ew--Hg(II) for 0, 12, 15, 21, 30 and 45 min. (**B**) Fluorescence confocal images of normal cells (HT22 cells) after incubation with AuNCs\@ew--Hg(II) for 1.0 h. The images in the left column show the fluorescence of the AuNCs\@ew added to HT22 cells; the middle column shows the DIC images of cells in bright field; and the right column shows the merging of the two previous images.[@CIT0139] "Reprinted from Sensors and Actuators B: Chemical, 240, Lu Tian, Wenjing Zhao, Lin Li, Yaoli Tong, Guanlin Peng, Yingqi Li, Multi-talented applications for cell imaging, tumor cells recognition, patterning, staining and temperature sensing by using egg white-encapsulated gold nanoclusters, 114-124, Copyright (2017), with permission from Elsevier."

Toxic substances can also be detected by using AuNPs. It was found that the fluorescence sensitivity of AuNPs towards aflatoxin B1 was enhanced up to 10-fold at picogram levels when conjugated with anti-aflatoxin antibodies. Aflatoxin is mainly produced by fungi and may cause disease and death towards living organisms. The detection of aflatoxins could be done more easily with the enhanced fluorescence properties of AuNPs.[@CIT0140] AuNPs were fabricated as a detector for painter's colic (lead poisoning). It is one of the most common toxic metals that can accumulate easily in plants and animals. Good results towards Pb^2+^ with a linear response range from 0.005 to 800μml^−1^ were obtained. It was also highly selective towards Pb^2+^ even in the presence of a 100 fold concentration of other metal ions.[@CIT0017] A nitrobenzene sensor was also developed using AuNPs which showed exceptional selectivity in the presence of ions, phenolic and biologically coactive compounds too. The sensor was capable of reducing nitrobenzene and displayed a wide linear response from 0.1 to 600 μM.[@CIT0043]

A detector for vitamin B or thiamine was developed by Rao et al for the diagnosis of vitamins in blood and tissues to avoid illness especially neurological disorders. This study revealed that polyphenol capped AuNPs possess a good oxidation ability towards thiamine. They also generated thiochrome which is a fluorescent active compound.[@CIT0141] An idea of measuring cysteine (which is a building block protein for our body and an essential metabolism biochemical) was proposed by Bahram et al. This research found that the change of the willow bark extract synthesized AuNPs SPR band was proportional to the cysteine concentration at a certain range.[@CIT0142] Besides that, the calorimetric detection of amino acids, proteins, nucleic acids and enzymes can be done by using AuNPs. A pectinase protected AuNPs cysteine sensor was synthesized by Qin et al where AuNPs were combined tightly with pectinase through a strong Au-S covalent bond and electrostatic binding. The range of this sensor was wide (4.85nM to302μM and 3.25 to 10.3mM).[@CIT0143] A fluorometric and colorimetric dual-mode assay was used to determine adenosine triphosphate (ATP). This AuNP based detector possessed low detection limits and wide linear ranges without the introduction of an enzyme which provided a possible solution for biological molecules where aptamers were screened.[@CIT0144]

Hemalatha et al found that dual acting oleyl chitosan functionalized with a AuNPs hybrid was useful in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) imaging. AuNPs were used as a contrast agent and imaged using a clinical CT scanner where the images reflected the X-ray attenuation potency of the nanocomposite in a dose dependent manner.[@CIT0145]

Gold Nanoparticles as Antimicrobial Agents {#S0004-S2005}
------------------------------------------

AuNPs are also capable of fighting bacteria, fungi and other pathogens.[@CIT0146]--[@CIT0149] AuNPs exhibit antibacterial effects when they attach to the surface of a microbial cell wall because of their surface charge. The physicochemical surface modification between bacteria and NPs will release reactive oxygen species (ROS). This will cause protein denaturation, DNA destruction, mitochondrial disfunction and finally cell death.[@CIT0150] The antifungal activity of AuNPs may be due to binding of the NPs on the microbial surfaces through electrostatic interactions too. This reaction will inhibit the growth of fungi and generate ROS. The NPs will interrupt cell membrane permeability by attaching and collapsing intercellular communication. Moderate antibacterial and antifungal activity has been observed in thick cell wall microbials (such as gram positive bacteria) because the cell takes in the NPs through a transport system. The NPs will induce apoptosis by triggering mitochondrial oxidative stress, inhibiting adenosine triphosphate synthesis and interfere with intercellular signalling.

AuNPs synthesized using *Mentha piperita* or peppermint showed an antibacterial effect towards Gram negative pathogens (*Escherichia coli*) but not Gram positive *Staphylococcus aureus*.[@CIT0151] AuNPs that were produced by *Euphorbia hirta* inhibited the growth of some gram negative bacterial strains. Complete inhibition was observed when the concentration of AuNPs was 200μg/mL. An inhibition of 88%, 86% and 94% was calculated for *Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa* and *Klebsiella pneumonia*, respectively. The antibacterial effect was most probably due to the synergistic effect of the adherence of plant material onto the AuNPs.[@CIT0152] Two gram positive (*Staphylococcus aureus* and *Bacillus subtilis*) and three gram negative (*Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Klebsiella pneumonia* and *Escherichia coli*) bacteria were used to determine the antibacterial property of AuNPs produced by using the seed extract of a cassod tree. *K. pneumoniae* were highly sensitive towards AuNPs with a 21 mm inhibition zone.[@CIT0153] AuNPs were effective towards *Salmonella typhi* and *Enterococcus faecalis* too.[@CIT0154]

Fungal tests using *Candida tropicalis* and *Candida albicans* were carried out by using AuNPs. The NPs were synthesized by a *Terminalia bellirica* fruit extract. The inhibition zone was 16 mm and 14 mm for *Candida tropicalis* and *Candida albicans*, respectively.[@CIT0155] 14 species of pathogens were tested in the project by Karthika and his co-workers. The pathogens were gram positive (*Bacillus subtilis, Staphylococcus aureus*, and *Streptococcus pneumoniae*), gram negative (*Escherichia coli, Proteus vulgaris, Shigella dysenteriae, Klebsiella pneumoniae*, and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*) and fungi (*Trichoderma viridae, Fusarium solani, Aspergillus niger, Nigrospora oryzae, Aspergillus fumicatus*, and *Candida albicans*).[@CIT0156] A well diffusion method was carried out between the fungal strains *Alternaria solani, Aspergillus niger* and *Aspergillus flavus* and *Pistacia integerrima* gall extract synthesized AuNPs. The NPs possessed moderate antifungal activity as compared to the control.[@CIT0157] AuNPs synthesized by banana peels displayed antifungal properties towards a pathogenic strain of *Candida albicans* (BX and BH).[@CIT0158]

Future Prospectives and Conclusions {#S0005}
===================================

The production of AuNPs is facile and simple when it comes to green synthesis. The reaction can be done under mild environments without the elevation of temperature and pressure. The reaction rate is dependent on the green reducing agent. Normally, a plant based reducing agent gives the fastest reaction, ranging from minutes to hours as compared to other green materials. Despite the advantages achieved by green synthesis, more work is needed to commercialize and scale up the production of AuNPs. Unlike physical and chemical synthesis, there are still many unknown factors preventing this method to earn its proper place in medicine. Different research has been carried out using green materials because of the presence of organic compounds and functional groups in the materials. However, the mechanism of production is unclear. More detailed research should focus on the properties of the reducing agents. Determination of the main reducing components or organic groups should be carried out so that a precise and repeatable method can be established. The mechanism and bonding of the reaction should be studied as well so as to provide information for the utilization of the NPs. Details of the formation of NPs need to be mastered before adapting them to different areas.

AuNPs can be used in different areas such as medicine, technology, chemistry and industry. More and more studies need to be carried out to determine the prospective uses of AuNPs in the medicinal area because of their unique properties. AuNPs are capable of emitting fluorescence. This property can be used as a marker for diseases. Their multi-surface functionality makes them possible candidates to transport drugs for a targeted treatment. Although many researchers have proven that AuNPs are non-toxic, a detailed toxicity test should be carried out to determine the safety of NPs when it comes to their application and use. Tests should be carried out to determine the duration of NPs in our body before being discharged. It is also important to check the residual power of the NPs in our body and effects due to this. The dosage of the AuNPs should be tested precisely so that a suitable amount of drugs can be given to patients effectively. Research also should start to focus on in vivo studies so that the possibility of AuNPs as a drug or carrier can be achieved in the near future.

In conclusion, different shapes and sizes of AuNPs can be formed using different types of green materials. Unique properties of AuNPs enable them to be used in different applications as shown in [Table 4](#T0004){ref-type="table"}. The green synthesis method is one of the least toxic methods towards the environment and living organisms and can even produce AuNPs more effective than those made through conventional chemical or physical methods. Such a green synthesis method is believed to be one of the brightest developments in recent years. Table 4The Shape of Gold Nanoparticles and their ApplicationsShape of AuNPsApplicationsReferencesSphericalPhotothermal therapy, drug delivery and cancer therapy[@CIT0159]--[@CIT0161]Plate particlesElectrochemical sensor[@CIT0162]Hollow particlesCT imaging cancer therapy[@CIT0163]TriangularPhotodynamic and photothermal therapy, immunosensor and catalyst[@CIT0032],[@CIT0069],[@CIT0164]HexagonalCatalyst[@CIT0032]NanorodMarker and biosensor[@CIT0138]NanoflowersBiosensor for diseases and removal of dye or heavy metal[@CIT0165]Network dendriteAntifungal and antibacterial agent[@CIT0158]
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